TyMetrix 360° Claims Defense enables efficient litigation management processes and effective delivery of legal services to help improve expense and loss ratios, reduce defense costs, and boost indemnity performance. Built on TyMetrix 360°, the leading SaaS-based Enterprise Legal Management solution, TyMetrix 360° Claims Defense offers a comprehensive solution that brings together all parties involved in litigation management and serves as a centralized place where claims professionals and their counsel can track and manage case information and collaborate. This enables smarter and more efficient claims handling, better visibility into and control of costs, and more effective management of the organization’s entire litigation portfolio. And, as a SaaS solution, TyMetrix 360° Claims Defense offers organizations the added benefits of ease of installation and maintenance, plus a lower TCO (Total Cost of Ownership).

Streamline litigation management and improve operational efficiency.

- Manage and access information quickly and efficiently with role-based displays that deliver the most relevant information, tasks, reminders, and reports to each team member
- Leverage a range of business process management tools (e.g., rules and dynamic workflow engines) to drive efficiency, automation, and consistency throughout case management processes
  - Conveniently manage key cases directly through Microsoft® Outlook®, which saves users time and strengthens collaboration
- Streamline end-to-end legal invoice processes with automatic routing for review and approval and systematic analysis for conformance to specific billing guidelines
- Enhance communication with legal service providers using secure collaboration on cases, budgets, timekeepers, diaries, notes, calendars, and documents

- Meet current and future business needs with a highly configurable solution

- Streamline litigation management and improve operational efficiency
- Reduce legal spend and drive improvements to expense and loss ratios
- Improve decision making with clear visibility into legal spend
- Gain insight into counsel performance and allocate resources more effectively
- Meet current and future business needs with a highly configurable solution
TyMetrix® 360° Claims Defense

Improve decision making with clear visibility into legal spend and department operations.
- Monitor, track, and manage the lifecycle of a case from open to close and gain in-depth visibility into the associated spend, risk, and exposure of a case or a group of cases
- Create case budgets at the summary, phase, or task level, as well as evaluate performance against budgets to help avoid surprises and drive down legal spend
- Identify opportunities and strategies for cost savings, improved value, and earlier, more accurate case resolution with dynamic reporting and business intelligence capabilities that deliver powerful reports and analysis
- Easily run recurring, scheduled, and event-driven reports with pre-configured report templates that enable users to get the data they need, when they need it

Gain insight into counsel performance and allocate resources more effectively.
- Source legal work more strategically and optimize case assignments to achieve better claims outcomes using reporting that tracks and measures the effectiveness of all counsel, including staff and outside firms
- Streamline panel management and counsel assignment with controls that eliminate errors, reduce legal costs, and ensure that cases are assigned to the right firms
- Spot trends and potential risks with role-based reports that provide summary views of key performance indicators (KPIs), along with detailed legal spend information on a per case basis

Meet current and future business needs with a highly-configurable solution.
- Optimize productivity with the solution’s industry-leading level of configurability, which ensures that screens, workflows, rules, and reports support the unique needs of business users
- Share information more easily across departments and business units with TyMetrix 360°’s ability to integrate seamlessly with leading software providers – including claims management, document management, accounts payable, and other enterprise systems, as well as custom systems
- Easily expand the TyMetrix 360° solution’s capabilities with a library of application modules designed to meet specific or emerging business needs
- Support new business requirements with greater agility: the solution’s SaaS delivery means that it is deployed, supported, and upgraded easily and economically

Key Features
- Configurable screens, fields, rules, reporting, and workflow engine
- Role-based displays and desktop controls
- Ability to manage matters directly from Outlook®
- Wizards for common tasks like matter and case creation and outside counsel assignment
- Workflows to automate tasks and business processes
- Rules engine for automated enforcement of outside counsel guidelines, AFAs, and discounts
- Automatic alerts, reminders, and notifications
- Dynamic reporting capabilities and available library of best practices-based management reports
- Powerful keyword and filter-based search functionality
- Flexible invoice submission methods and full-service e-billing support for legal service providers
- Secure collaboration on matters, budgets, timekeepers, diaries, notes, calendars, and documents
- Multi-currency and VAT support
- Integration with AP, claims, IP management, financial, HR, and document management systems
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